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SUMMARY 

This paper introduces the “Air Traffic Meteorological category forecast (ATMet 
category forecast)” and “SIGWX briefing sheet” issued by Air Traffic Meteorology 
Center (ATMetC) of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) in supporting the Air 
Traffic Management Center (ATMC) of the Japan Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Since 2005, the Air Traffic Meteorology Center (ATMetC) have closely supported air traffic 
management by the Air Traffic Management Center (ATMC) of the JCAB, with providing dedicated 
meteorological information for ATM support which indicates future possible weather-related impact on air traffic 
flow, such as “Air Traffic Meteorological category forecast (ATMet category forecast)” and “SIGWX briefing 
sheet”. These two ATM-tailored MET products are both developed through close coordination with the ATMC, 
aiming at fulfilling their operational requirements.  

2. ATMET CATEGORY FORECAST 

2.1 The ATMet category forecast shows estimated current and future level of impacts on air traffic 
flow which are caused by significant weather in each ATC sector and at major airports. By using this ATMet 
category forecast, ATM officers in the ATMC can judge whether there are any possibilities to modify air traffic 
capacity in each ATC Sector or at aerodromes in a proactive manner, which can lead to effective and efficient air 
traffic flow management. 

2.2 The ATMet category forecast is valid until 6 hours later and updated by 15 minutes every hour 
except since 14 to 16 UTC when usually amount of air traffic is less. Level of weather-related impacts on air 
traffic flow are estimated for each ATC sector in the domestic airspace and 7 major airports in four ranks with 
colour code (in ascending order, white, blue, yellow and red), and attached with the abbreviation of main-cause 
weather phenomena. This estimated level of impact is defined by various criteria of weather conditions. For 
example, in ATC sector, horizontal extent, location, and intensity of CB are used as major criteria, and at 
aerodrome, wind, visibility, and snow fall rate are considered. 
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2.3  In addition to the ATMC, the ATMet forecast is used by area control centres, air traffic 
controllers, some major airliners, and also, meteorological watch offices. In order to suit their each operational 
requirement, the forecast has three different types of format that can be easily understood by such many kinds of 
users (see Figure 1). 

2.4 The criteria of each four categories in the forecast are decided by investigations on the past 
significant delay cases which may be affected by weather conditions (see Table1), considering aircrafts operating 
limitations, flight operations manuals of airliners, and suggestions from ATM officers. The investigations on past 
delay cases are done by collating weather conditions with actual results of air traffic flow control. In case major 
airways or airport operation minima are changed, before the AIP amendment is issued, ATMetC consult with 
ATMC to discuss modification of the criteria. 

3. SIGWX BRIEFING SHEET 

3.1 When an significant weather phenomenon affected major aerodrome, it may cause large impacts 
not only on the aerodrome operation but also on whole domestic air traffic flow. To mitigate such impact, 
ATMetC has conducted detail research on weather-related impact at such airports. From their experience, it has 
been revealed that there are some characteristic impact scenarios which are specific to the aerodrome. ATMetC 
has recently started to issue the SIGWX Briefing Sheet for Tokyo and New-Chitose Airport which depicts detail 
specific weather-related impact expected to occur at the airport (see Figure 2). ATMetC issues this Briefing Sheet 
when they forecast some significant weather which can cause such characteristic influences to the airport, and 
encourages ATM Officers quick response to such impact. Currently, target weather phenomena are strong wind at 
Tokyo International Airport (RJTT) and heavy snow at New-Chitose Airport (RJCC). Other weather-related 
impact scenarios can be identified by further research. 

3.2 According to the discussion with ATMC and studies on past air traffic delay cases by ATMetC, 
each characteristic weather impact are shown in colour code (Red, Yellow and Gray).(See Figure 2). Colours are 
identified depending on severity and type of the impact, such as “Ground stop or divert”-Red, “holding, go-
around or lowering of capacity” – Yellow and “holding or go-around” – Gray. As an example, the scenario and 
criteria at Tokyo International Airport are shown in Table 2. 

3.3 From 12 to 15 hours before the significant weather is expected to reach at the airport, ATMetC 
considers making the Briefing Sheet. from 6 to 12 hours before, ATMetC provides the provisional sheet to ATMC 
and makes a briefing with it. And finally, from 0 to 6 hours before, ATMetC issues final version of the sheet with 
referring to real weather condition and makes extra-briefing, as necessary. 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Since 2005, ATMetC have been developed and provided its ATM-tailored products with which 
they can directly support ATM operations in the ATMC. While such “Scenario-based” approach should be 
verified further, it is obviously effective to enhance smooth, better, efficient air traffic management at and around 
major congestive airports, like Tokyo International Airport. And needless to say, it is also essential to maintain 
close collaboration with ATMC and the other stakeholders to accomplish mature understanding what impacts the 
weather can cause. 

4.2 The Conference is invited to note the information in this paper. 
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Figure 1. Air Traffic Meteorological Forecast (09UTC on 19th June 2012) 
Tabular format (left) and Map-type format (right)  
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Figure 2. SIGWX briefing sheet (case of strong wind at RJTT) 
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